JOB POSTING

Vikes Basketball Statistician

University of Victoria | Vikes Athletics and Recreation

Job Description
The Vikes Basketball Statistician position will contribute to the game day operations staff for all Vikes men’s and women’s basketball home games. The Statistician is responsible for inputting the play-by-play and game details live and will be required to commit to all home basketball games. The Statistician will report to the Vikes Communications Officer.

Qualifications
• A strong, technical understanding for the sport of basketball, in particular the rules, referee signals and regulations under FIBA and CIS rules
• Excellent communication, listening and interpersonal skills
• Demonstrated ability to pay attention to detail
• Ability to react calmly under high pressure situations
• Highly proficient with Mac and PC, with an understanding of MS-DOS (the operating system for Statcrew Software)
• Knowledge or experience with Statcrew Software is preferable
• Knowledge of Canadian Interuniversity Sport and Canada West basketball
• An understanding of sport and/or desire to work in a sports related field

Key Responsibilities
• Set up and take down of Statcrew computer before and after home games
• Live statistic inputting into Statcrew software
• Working closely with a caller to ensure statistics inputted are accurate
• Printing and saving reports at the end of each quarter
• Double checking play by play, game details and score prior to exporting files
• Labeling and exporting the Statcrew files in XML, BPK and HTML appropriately to be sent to the Canada West office and visiting schools
• Uploading XML stat files to Vikes and CIS websites within 30 minutes of the end of each game

Compensation
The successful candidate will be compensated hourly at a rate of $15 per hour.

Commitment
The successful candidate must be available for all home exhibition, regular season and play off basketball home games for the Vikes men and women. In addition, some pre-season training on the Statcrew computer will be necessary in early September.

To Apply
Please e-mail or call Ali Lee, Vikes Communications Officer, at vicvikes@uvic.ca or 250-721-8410 expressing your interest and outlining your experience and relative qualifications.